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Yes 

Yes 

I think the school should be vocal with the families about everything they plan. I think they should take input from parents and guardians. 
Because without these children, the school will not operate and the parents can all homeschool if they do please. 

Yes 

Stay with the standered phone calls and emails to parents or notify them if they have any symptoms of feeling ill.  

Emails, social media posts, and automated calls should continue to be used to communicate news to families. 

Yes 

Yes, a must! 

Notice when child or teacher in class are.exposed and/or sick w/ COVID. 

PTO meetings, phone calls, social media 

Yes 

Same as last year  

Shelly you have done a great job  

What you do is great. 

Always transparent like the district has been. Great job! 

Should be open and often 

Email, messaging system 
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Yes  

As much as necessary.  

Better communication to families  

Phone message & email. 

As needed  

I think a strong communication model of various channels of communication is best. I think communication has always been great in BRF. 

Frequently  

Keep up on the emails & calling.  

As you are doing. 

Fluid as usual 

Whatever is easiest for the district and is streamlined to staff and families. 

Continue with multiple avenues of communication 

no changes need to be made.  

Overall, I think this went well. I think the virtual conferences went well and I had greater participation. 

No comment 

The District did a fabulous communication with families regarding every aspect of the pandemic. Keep up the great communication efforts. As a 
staff member, I appreciated it so very much. It allowed me a venue to reference to help answer family questions.  
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Emails and district wide phone calls work well. And continue to remind community that they are welcome to attend school board meetings. 
Maybe an extra line (like a comments box). Which would probably just turn into a voicemail box of angry families, but at least we are 
acknowledging them.  

Should be normal 

Yes 

Communication last year was perfect 

as needed 

There has been times when there is too much communication. It’s difficult for families and staff to keep up with it all.  

 

 

As much communication as possible, but withhold sensitive/personal information 

Communication is very important. 

Feel this was well done last year.  

The teachers can only do so much. Especially when we have tried to engage students both virtually and in the classroom. We need back up. 
That wasn't there last year. Parents and students can promise and make excuses about work, behavior, and attendance. After awhile, parents 
and students realized they could do whatever they wanted. Nothing was going to happen except a bad grade. The first week of school should 
set precedence for the rest of the year. Unfortunately, it did. We had extra spread sheets for attendance. What for? This information was 
already recorded in Skyward. Just an extra step that yielded no results. The amount of communication initiated by teachers to parents is 
overwhelming. 

Because this topic is so politicized, I believe that our communication should be supported by our local public health department.  
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Absolutely important  

Family should be made aware within the proper guidelines for privacy when there are positive cases in schools or classrooms so they can make 
decisions based on the needs of their family. 

the district has been doing a great job 

Always 

As much as possible  

Continue school messenger, website, Canvas, and Skyward messages home. 

Yes 

If a family is affected on the bus or classroom.  

Voicemail, text, email, Tiger Tribune, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, district webpage. Then survey for what families think works best.  

I would love to know when transmission at school has happened. It builds trust to be informed. Names don’t 
 

I think the District does a great job of communicating as often as they can! I feel for the District, because it seems that they just get a plan in 
place, and two seconds later, everything changes and a new plan needs to be made. Please continue to communicate as often as possible. 

Within reason. Things change and parents need time to plan.  

We had enough or your comms.  

Radio, television, phone all call, newspaper 

definitely should update parents more often and welcome feedback  

Clear and concise is good. 
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Yes 

Messenger, email 

YES 

Yes 

Same as usually  

Emails 

Continue as is 

Extremely important  

Yes  

Email and phone calls if necessary.  

There should always be open communication. That makes things run a lot more smooth. 

Need more of it 

Should be kept as open as possible  

It's not been stellar  

I felt communication was great. Never left questioning because the school district was always informing via phone email or social media 

Email is good 

Email and Phone calls 
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No. Do you communicate the flu or scabies or lice? 

Very Important  

Yes 

Yes 

Emails and calls 

Very important 

As often as possible 

Yes 

Could be better 

Same 

Yes 

Continuous 

Emails are fine  

Yes 

Phone calls, emails, texts 

Email/Phone 

yes 
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Of course.  

As much as possible. 

Text, email, phone all work  

As much as possible 

Always should communicate  

Continue as is. Doing just fine 

Is a must. We deserve to know if someone has been infected with covid and who may be at risk. 

Yes 

It was great this past year! 

Yes 

Same as it always has been 

Person to person phone call. Emails Contact phone numbers for information. 

Yes 

Very important 

Make a decision and stick with it- you’ll never make everyone happy.  

Please communicate as needed 

Always. 
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Excellent  

Over the phone and email communication has worked well for me. 

Yes its always good to keep an open line 

Not sure what you want here... Tell families what they need to know. I don't need to know that a student who sits 12 feet away from my child is 
ill. If it's one of his best friends and they are together a lot? Yes, I would like to know.  

You always do a great job  

It’s been great so far  

I think this is one of the areas that doesn’t need much or any improvement. They keep us very informed via email or phone call.  

Dont need a phone call for every email sent out. 

Always appreciated  

Is always good. I am pleased to see this survey and hope the district takes the feedback 

Had no issues with communication.  

Email, phone calls work best 

The school did an excellent job this past year keeping us informed and know that they will continue to do so as we move forward in this 
pandemic.  

As normal 

Continue as normal 

As normal  
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If teachers are sick  

Keep the communication same as always. Phone calls, emails- keep the parents informed of any changes 

Yes 

I feel that there should be more communication to the families PRIOR to decisions being made. I appreciate this opportunity to voice my 
opinion without disrupting my daily life.  

Email always works for me!  

Always 

Id like a daily update of positive Covid cases among students and staff. Weekly (if there wasn’t a daily change) I also 
Do not think I should have to go to the website and search for this information. It should be delivered via email daily.  

Yes 

Communication is key.  

Only important as needed stuff 

Email and phone call  

Too much, too many nonsensical emails to go along with voice mail after voice mail. 

Adequate thus far 

I think the district generally does a good job with this and I have always appreciated the variety of ways that word gets out.  

You do a good job with that. 

Email and text work best for me.  
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Continue as normal 

Continue as is. 

Yes 

Should always be open and transparent! 

Yes 

Yes 

Continue as it has been  

Yes communication is key 

Continue as normal. 

phone calls/ email 

Yes 

Teacher communication to families has been poor in my experience  

Organize thoughts and send out everything at once vs multiple calls and emails. Can combine everything that needs to be communicated into 
one email or call.  

Be made aware of number of cases in school district 

Continue with the communication as in past 

Email, voicemail and text have worked perfectly  
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Communication needs to be instantaneous. You have an obligation to provide us with information regarding an impact on our children's lives 
since we are entrusting you to "watch" our children during the day.  

Great job 

What you are doing is fine 

Same as always 

Calls, emails. Facebook posts are always seen in a timely manner.  

Important 

Via website. Don't call and/or email daily or weekly updates. 

Yes 

Appreciated. Feel informed. 

Emails or calls.  

This has been ok.  

Email, texting and phone calls work well!  

Emails. If it has to be said, of anything, send an email. The calls from the school in the afternoon have been amazingly convenient and 
appreciated. 

Yes 

Texts & regular social media updates would be appreciated. 

Could be better.  
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Important as always. 

Yes 

I am happy with the level of communication I receive from the schools. 

As you do now 

Yes please. The more the better.  

last year's methods worked fine. 

As much as possible  

Email and phone  

Yes.t hey need to know  

A no brainer. 

It has always been satisfactory to me 

Yes 

Yes 

you have always done a great job with this  

Continue to communicate as you have been. People always want more information… but realistically speaking, give us the information that you 
feel is important. Obviously people want to know names of kids in the classes that are positive but of course that is all confidential information 
and as a parent all I need to know is if my student was exposed. People are always too nosey when it comes to the who question.  

Give us any information you have available and like the survey’s to get our input. 
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The communication was excellent last year, would like the same communication this year.  

as needed  

The process established now is fine  

Text, email  

Continue as you are. 

if needed 

Per last year’s protocol  

Yes 

Yes 

I have not had any issues or concerns with communication from the school. I think Black River Falls does a stand up job in this area. 

Always 

By email or voicemail. Works great  

Yes 

Can always be improved. Emails work great for me.  

Per the usual. BRF school district has awesome communication with families 

Continue as in past 

Yes 
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Please refresh teachers of all grades  

Yes 

Calls, text, emails  

Normal  

Extremely important  

Has been great and assume will stay that way.  

As normal  

Yes 

It is hard to plan for the upcoming school year when information is decided upon so late. I know this has all been a touchy issue but parents 
need to have time to make arrangements and school is only weeks away. As a family, we will adhere to the school district's decisions but it is 
frustrating to not know what is happening. 

Yes 

Phone message or emails 

Normal communications  

You guys do great!! 

I believe yall do a great job of communicating to families.  

Good 

You are doing great now. I would not change it.  
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Email- automated system  

Communication is great.  

Keep as is 

I would like to know when a class is quarantined, the spreadsheet worked well last year, until it stopped getting updated. I'd like to stay 
informed on any information the school has to share, once a week. I think if anything was sent more than once a week people will start ignoring 
school communication. 

Is always good. I am pleased to see this survey and hope the district takes the feedback 

You’re doing a great job keep it up.  

Yes 

Emails 

Yes 

Yes 

Communication is wonderful. keep it up 

Yes - for sure  

I never got any information on registering my kindergarten. She is still not registered because I have no idea what to do. Communication needs 
to improve. 

Yes 

Yes, very important. Weekly updates. 

Yes 
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We should be updated at least every two weeks to let us know if there is a lot of positive cases within all of the buildings. Then maybe we can 
change what we are doing to slow the spread. 

Only if changes are made to guidelines 

50 percent 

The communication needs to be better. I haven't received a lot of the emails. 

Number one on list of importance  

Very important  

We want to be a voice for our children and others for their freedom to choose not to be forced.  

Communication is key!  

Necessary  

Absolutely. Always. 

Information is key. Emails are nice. 

It is important for parents to know date of exposure so that child can be closely monitored for symptoms. Where and how to have child COVID 
tested as it is challenging to dig and find where when etc.  

Don’t over do it. The constant calls get very old 

Communication is necessary for open interaction  

I’m happy with the way things are communicated now 

We communicated with a few of his friends families.  
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Like you have been-email and phone calls. 

Emails work easiest for me.  

This should be done both individually between teachers and families and district wide from administration on a regular basis. I appreciate the 
options to have communication via email, phone call, facebook, etc. 

Email, calling 

Continue as currently doing. 

Yes this is super important, just keep doing what the district has been doing. Emailing families and also calling and leaving a voice-mail.  

Also very important 

Yes keeping families informed is important  

The school has been great with communication so I applaude the district for that!! 

Yes 

As usual  

Yes 

I support transparency  

Of course, very important. These emails are very helpful. 

Yes, needs to be improved  

Yes 

Keep it the way it has been 
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The more we get the better I would like to see regular communication about positive cases perhaps on a weekly basis  

Continued emails, calls, newsletters 

Please get your kids vac That's needed 

Keep Doing a great job!  

The Emails and phone calls seemed to work perfect last year and was always full of information. 

More Transparent and Complete 

Email works best to allow me to read the message when I can and have it for future reference 

Email 

Keep doing what you are doing. 

Should be timely and transparent 

Yes 

This should be done at least once a week. What's your risk assessment on a weekly term, what controls are in place, and are your controls 
effective. Let us know if any cases happen and what class so we know if our children have been exposed. 

Per district  

Email 

Keep as is 

Yes it’s been great! 

Continue with the phone messages and emails.  
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Email, phone, public forums  

You can never over-communicate. Communication is key in all situations. I want to know when there are positive cases and if they are in my 
kids' classrooms. I also want to know how the school district is handling positive cases.  

Great 

email 

Did well with covid communication last year  

I support transparency  

Yes  

Yes 

Emails are fine  

Yes  

Always communicate with parents and families  

Always communicate with parents and families  

CONTINUE TO PROVIDE AS MUCH COMMUNICATION AS POSSIBLE. 

Continue with increased and ongoing communication via email 

Very important to keep the families up to date. 

Yes definitely  

Families should be made fully aware of daily changes and happenings 
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Open and often 

More is better than less. 

What they do now is fine 

Yes, honest conversations about exposure and letting us know when numbers are high.  

Text 

We should be made aware if there is a person testing positive that child was exposed to 

continue on 

Yes! 

This is a huge deal and important  

Good communication is important  

Calls and emails 

Email, phone call 

Yes 

You did a good job with this. 

Yes 

Do what you need to do. Communication is currently adequate.  

Keep up talking with family  
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The communication has been great and I don't feel anything needs to change here.  

great job last year! 

about contact with cover positive 

Yes 

No 

Should be emailed and called 

Yes 

THIS HAS BEEN GOOD 

Yes 

Emails and phone calls  

Happy to see an open line and to be able to voice our thoughts 

Always communicate with families thru our the day  

Too much of what’s not really important and not enough of what is really important!  

As usual, open and transparent. 

yes families should be notified if child has a classmate with covid 

Communication keeps everyone on the same page and it helps keep rumors at bay. More is better then less when it comes to communicating.  

open and honest, routinely 
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Email, calls are good 

Email 

As is. Email/phone for major events and changes  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Email 

Email and text work best for me.  

Yes 

Yes 

Parents who have a child potentially exposed should be contacted. If there is an event or classroom when a potential exposure occurred, those 
parents should be notified.  

Frequent and transparent communication should be happening  

Communicate via the website and emails. 

Keep it up  

Same as always 

YES! constant, clear, and truthful  

Keep in touch 
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So very important!! Texts/emails/calls - the more the better!  

Needed  

Always important  

Via email and/or phone messages. 

Yes 

Yes? 

Continue  

Needs to be full disclosure at all times.  

Ensure all parents have had an opportunity to communicate, and that their voices are heard. 

Email and phone 

Updates regarding any case of covid or changes in procedures on a bi-weekly basis. 

Everything should be communicated to the families regarding there student.  

Yes 

A phone call, and email work well  

Communication has been fine to this point. I think the School District is doing good. 

Via email 

Yes please communicate  
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Email works great.  

Yes 

I thought communication this past year was great. I always felt like I was notified of important information.  

No such thing as over-communicating to parents.  

Regular un-biased communication is appreciated and expected  

The district did a great job communicating with families last year and we hope this continues this year. 

Same as last year was good 

Definitely important.  

Yes 

I just don't like that every is thru e mail. I do like when I get a call from the school. I don't check my e mail every day.  

I feel that the school needs to communicate in the three ways that they are currently doing telephone voicemail the emails and any updates on 
their website Facebook people need to see and hear it three different ways before they understand it and get it all. 

Yes 

Very important  

Continue as you have  

This is good as is 

Be properly prepared with BOTH views instead of pushing a one sided agenda 

The emails and phone calls have been great. 
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BRF actually does a pretty good job keeping parents informed. 

Very important.  

Already a requirement of school parents etc correct?? 

Communication to families has been great, We couldn't ask for better communication. 

I feel our school district has always done well with this. Continue as we have. Thank You 

Per usual 

Normal communication  

Again, should be anyway…  

Please continue to communicate as you have in the past. The BRFSD has good communication.  

I feel you did an excellent job last year of informing our school districts families. I don’t feel we need to know every time that their is an 
exposure as that just leads to more “fear” to some people. Emails, texts, phone calls were all very informative I felt. The only thing I will 
comment on is that I believe in this day and age, you should be sending out reminder emails and phone calls about ALL school board meetings 
as they are open to the public and I don’t know that everyone is aware of this or knows when they actually happen. People get busy and it’s 
doesn’t take a ton of work to just send out a district message as a reminder. People aren’t always checking the schools website or Facebook for 
info so a direct email or call would be nice to get. You may find more attendance by doing so.  

Frequently 

Communication should always be a key to keeping parents informed. Especially if there has been an infected person within the schools. This 
will help keep other families safe to make a decision on if they are going to continue sending their child to school or wait out the two weeks.  

Communication is key to creating family partnerships. Family members must feel comfortable asking questions, seeking information, and 
raising concerns about their child’s care, well-being and development. It is good to be friendly, professional and helpful when working with 
family members. A relationship between a staff member and a family member should remain professional and always revolve around the child. 
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Again, should be anyway…  

School already does this well.  

Emails are great.  

The school communicates well I have no issues with this.  

Doing good 

Text and email 

Open and honest 

Always appreciated. 

Absolutely  

Emails and calls are adequate 

Yes.  

phone call or email  

Very important!! Keep the communication going!! 

I think the district did a wonderful job last year keeping everyone well informed. Keep up the great work! 

I have no feedback here. 

You have done an amazing job with communication! Knowledge is power and I think the communication with families through the Zoom 
meetings is wonderful! 

Families are empowered when they feel like they have a choice - give them options. 
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Communication is a must. Communication has always been strong.  

I think the school does a great job reaching out in many ways. 

What is the protocol for students that have symptoms?  

yes 

Communicate on a need-to-know basis. If a building is moving from F2F to virtual, then all families need to be notified. If a child has tested 
positive, those in close contact should be notified individually.  

Continue with phone calls and accompanying email.  

Severely lacking in general terms. In COVID terms, I think good communication is important, but too much information which includes too 
many variables should be kept close until things are more evident/stable. (EX: Stated or implied the elimination of mask and then going back 
and forth about if its mandated or not should have been keep close until MUCH closer to the start of the school year. It seems we were told no 
masks for the 21-22 school year WAY before anyone could possibly know what would happen. This has a negative effect on all.) 

Yes. 

I feel the District has done a great job communicating with families.  

I was very impressed with how the district communicated to families last year. I'm looking forward to the same this year  

Yes, please continue to communicate with families what is necessary for the public to know. 

Continue with phone calls and accompanying email.  

Excellent 

Continue as offered  

Continue through emails and phone calls. 
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please keep communication open 

Continue with phone calls and accompanying email.  

Yes 

As much as possible! 

Communication is key and as much as you can we need to inform.  

good job 

More and transparent 

Emails-phone 

Getting better 

Please be open with all facts and findings whenever possible. 

Keep doing what your doing.  

As a parent and a staff member, I believe that the school district did an excellent job of communicating to families regarding Covid, quarantine 
situation, virtual learning, etc. 
My hope is that if our district gets put into this situation once again, that communication would be open, honest and straightforward to staff 
members and families. Thank you for letting us have a voice in these topics. 

I think the school does an excellent job of communicating with families and the community. 

You folks do a wonderful job of that already. Keep it up! 
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It's important to listen to families' concerns and to share rationale for decisions that have been made. With that said, decisions need to be 
made based on science and students' best interests, rather than popular opinion. 

I feel the school district did an excellent job last year and should continue the same way of communicating.  

I want to be involved in my students life at school. Communication is extremely important. 

Keep doing what you’re doing.  

 


